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Abstract


This study argues that there are historical reasons to focus on Jerusalem first and to use an international Holy Basin methodology to bring Israel and the Palestinian National Authority together towards a workable compromise. This analysis identifies the strategic compromises required to create two distinct capital zones that grants sovereignty and legitimacy over respective capitals for the State of Israel and a future State of Palestine. To address the Arab-Israeli conflict, there have been numerous Middle East peace processes, two intifada's, and six U.S. administrations with little demonstrated progress. In terms of religion and national identity, Jerusalem is a central factor for both Israelis and Palestinians, to the people of three world religions, and to the international community.

The critical factors to achieve compromise are sovereignty over their respective capitals combined with international recognition and possible control over remaining contested Holy Places. Resolving the city’s role as a national capital for two states can lead to resolving other critical Arab-Israeli issues. The international community has perpetuated the conflict by withholding Jerusalem sovereignty from Israel and the Arab population. When Britain ended their Palestine mandate in 1948, the UN failed to deliberately enforce their vision of a separate Jerusalem entity, or Corpus Separatum. The UN continued to withhold sovereignty while the city was divided for nineteen years between Jordan and Israel and when the city was reunited in 1967. The lack of an international mandate for sixty-four years, while fighting for utopian concepts has perpetuated the conflict by delaying the self-determination of the Palestinian population and withholding sovereignty over Israel’s declared capital. Peace negotiations must recognize and incorporate the interests of both sides, but until each side is ready to strictly divide the Old City, an international Holy Basin zone has the potential to create a new reality while moving incrementally from confrontation to cooperation.
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Introduction

Jerusalem can become a beacon for all the nations of the world, and they will walk about in its light. It is our duty to construct this beacon. It is our duty to set a light in it. This is a great and difficult historical responsibility.¹

- Jerusalem Deputy Mayor Rabbi Cohen, 1967 -

The Middle East Peace Process has been a continuous open-ended problem and the focus of United States and international diplomatic effort for the last 60 years. As the focal point of three of the world's monotheistic religions, Jerusalem is one of the most divisive and complex issues in our time. It is vitally important to Jewish, Christian, and Muslim people throughout the world. Unfortunately, Jerusalem is either so overwhelming to understand or left as the last issue for discussion during diplomatic negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians. An analysis of the current two-state solution realistically scaled down to a two-capital solution creates a need to understand how important Jerusalem is in the broader process towards peace.

In terms of ethnicity, Jerusalem can be defined as two distinct cities, with Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs, and yet they have overlapping geographic zones and demographics. It would be easy to take a map and divide the city into two respective blocks representing each side’s interests, but that would require ignoring history, religion and critical Holy Places that are important to two or more groups. There is no other city with more complexity. As the United Nations was created, the early push for an international Jerusalem concept was an attempt by the world powers to incorporate the interests of Christians as well as break the impasse between two vastly different Arab and Jewish viewpoints. Past negotiations have either ignored Jerusalem’s religious nature or focused solely on religious sites while ignoring the political perspectives of each side.

To understand past peace process breakdowns, the United Nations first failed to implement an international Jerusalem, then withheld sovereignty over Jerusalem, and starting in 1967, failed to include thirty years of an international zone methodology that ensures access to all parties. Unfortunately, all resolutions since then were continuations of the decisive and polarized 1967 agreement, United Nations Security Council Resolution 242, demanding a withdrawal to pre-war borders after the Six Day War. The critical factors to achieve compromise over Jerusalem are sovereignty over their respective capitals, combined with international recognition of the two capitals and possible control over remaining contested Holy Places. This study argues that there are historical reasons to focus on Jerusalem first and identifies the strategic compromises required to create two distinct capital zones that grants sovereignty and legitimacy over respective capitals for the State of Israel and a future State of Palestine. Finally, and international Holy Basin methodology has the potential to bring Israel and the Palestinian National Authority together towards a workable compromise.

Figure 1: Jerusalem boundary changes through time. Reproduced by permission of the publisher for Jerusalem Municipal Boundaries: 1947-2000 (Jerusalem: The Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs, 2010).
Israelis and Palestinians have trouble scaling down their distinct national requirements, with defined and secured borders, on to Jerusalem as a future capital for their respective nations. Regarding issues such as settlements, right of return, and refugees, Palestinians focus on Gaza and the West Bank as the future State of Palestinian with defined borders, but contradict these demands with utopian goals for an open and undivided Jerusalem. These same issues in the West Bank are easier to analyze when isolated from historical and religious Jerusalem. Solutions to these difficult problems, however, are increasingly complicated when applied to Jerusalem and are therefore not universal. There is a Jewish/Israeli Jerusalem incorporating West Jerusalem and Israeli settlements or towns in East Jerusalem, and there is a Palestinian/Arab Jerusalem that incorporates most of East Jerusalem. Exact terminology will be used to deconstruct how two capitals can live side by side within the two-state concept.

Israel has grudgingly accepted the two-state solution and focuses on a land-for-peace swap that will adjust the West Bank borders, but still fights for sovereignty rights over a united Jerusalem and ignores the fight for Palestinian self-determination in East Jerusalem. Palestinians demand East Jerusalem as their capital, based on the 1949 armistice “Green Line”, yet grudgingly recognize that Israel has interests over Jewish population centers and on key religious areas that reside east of the Green Line. While recognizing that Israeli’s and Palestinian’s have demanded all of Jerusalem in the past, neither side can achieve everything they would want. To scale down further into Jerusalem, all Arab and Israeli perspectives, interests and requirements revolve around one critical location, called the Temple Mount in Israel or Harem al-Sharif in Arabic.

Lord Hugh Caradon, diplomatic author of the 1967 United Nations Resolution 242, wrote a monograph for the National Defense University titled The Future of Jerusalem: a Review of Proposals for the Future of the City. Since then there have been many Middle East peace processes, two intifada's, and six U.S. administrations with little demonstrated progress. Jerusalem has either been considered too

---

complex to solve, or has been the last item during negotiation talks. All Arab-Israeli final status issues, however, relate to Jerusalem, making it the key to any future Palestinian-Israeli peace negotiation. What does Jerusalem represent to each stakeholder and to future peace negotiations? Does an international zone or a holy basin methodology, which protects only those contested religious areas of Jerusalem, bridge differences of trust and acceptance?

Answers to these questions above are broken down into four sections. They outline four negotiating strategies to include respecting the legitimate perspectives of each side, sovereignty over a capital city, scaling down to understand the requirements for two capitals, and international legitimacy over areas that may forever remain contested. The first section of the monograph asserts that the City of Jerusalem is the key to future peace between Israelis and Palestinians based on internal and external legitimacy rights as nation-states. Influence over Jerusalem is important to the peace process based on key holy sites that provide a religious, historical, and national identity for Jews, Arabs, and Christians throughout the world. Identifying their interests and differences over Holy Places as well as sovereignty over their respective populations in the city will indicate overlapping tension and opportunities.

Secondly, sovereignty and legitimacy will be defined through the examination of Jerusalem’s role during Arab-Israeli state building exercises from the 1920’s through 1967. Today’s two-state concept was suggested and debated as early as 1937 and 1947, though rejected by Arab nations. From the desire to protect key Christian holy places by world powers, the separation of Jerusalem from Arab or Jewish control was central to all other discussions. Today’s utopian concepts such as an “open city”, “Corpus Separatum”, undivided, and demilitarized have been carried over from pre-1948 negotiations, from Jerusalem’s nineteen year division, and diplomacy following the 1967 Six-day war.

The third section reviews the taxonomy of Jerusalem strategies within the peace process starting in 1993 in order to understand if there were similar operational concepts for the City of Jerusalem that may bridge differences. Finally, a focus on an international Holy Basin zone methodology that can bridge overlapping interests will be examined. If the goals of protection and access for the Holy Places can be united with the need to ensure sovereignty over two nation’s capitals, then the question is where to place
the capital and ultimately, national boundaries. The two-state solution must be deconstructed to understand what two capitals within Jerusalem would require. Currently, Jerusalem has a predominately-Jewish zone and a Palestinian zone; however, they do not follow an easy East/West division along old 1949 armistice boundaries. The monograph will conclude with a general outlook for 2011 as the Palestinian National Authority nears its two-year self-imposed deadline to create a Palestinian State.

Even though Jerusalem contains many of the final status issues that affect Arab-Israeli peace negotiations, this paper will not address the issues Palestinian refugees, right-of-return, Gaza, the Golan Heights, or the composition of the West Bank, because these issues cannot be solved without a political solution divides Jerusalem. This monograph focuses on what Jerusalem represents to Israel, to Palestinians, and to the international community in the context of a final peace settlement. Many Jerusalem studies are broken down into three types: those that define a religious importance, those that delve into detailed land planning, and finally those that are political or legalistic. This paper will focus on the latter and uses an interest-based approach as a way to group Jerusalem's complex issues. In the "Cooperation and Conflict Journal" addressing an approach to complex problems, Cecilia Albin "proposed that intractable conflicts such as that over Jerusalem are best approached by using a combination of the strategies to tackle the typically core problem of sovereignty." Simply, one negotiating concept will not bridge every demand, and complex problems will require a complex set of strategies.

The literature review includes international peace agreements reaching back to the Ottoman status quo environment in 1913, the rise of both Jewish and Arab nationalism, the British Mandate period from 1918-1948, and to the early UN resolutions that attempted to keep Jerusalem separate from any non-Christian nation. Critical primary sources will be U.S. and UN reports from past peace processes and policy statements by key participants including Israeli and Palestinian leaders. This understanding helps to develop a comprehensive approach to identify feasible, acceptable and suitable solutions that create

two capitals in Jerusalem. Operational frameworks analyzed include 1993 Oslo agreements, the 2000-2001 Taba Negotiations, and the Palestinian Authority’s two-year statehood plan. Though it is difficult to read material on Jerusalem that remains understandably biased towards one side, research from both Arab and Israeli institutions and think tanks were used to understand the perspectives of both Palestinians and Israelis. Research examples include reports from the Jerusalem Institute for Israeli Studies (JIIS), the Institute for National Security Studies (INSS) and The Institute for Palestine Studies and the Israeli-Palestinian Center for Research Institute. The author’s four previous trips to Israel provided an understanding on Israeli narratives, and attendance at an American Task Force on Palestine gala in Washington D.C. improved the author’s understanding on the Palestinian narrative. Finally, the author used a grant from the United States Air Force Institute for National Security Studies to walk the ground in both West and East Jerusalem in order to conduct personal interviews and to understand the consequences of a divided city.

Jerusalem is the Key to Future Negotiations

The following section describes fundamental Israeli and Palestinian interests as well as tensions among many stakeholders in Jerusalem in order to provide an understanding of the importance of Jerusalem within the Arab-Israeli peace process. Jerusalem resides in the Levant, and four factors will be analyzed to understand Jerusalem’s importance and analysis of this complex environment. These include the three religious groups and key holy places, the rise of Arab/Palestinian and Jewish nationalism, and the international community's altered view of Jerusalem as a world capital.

The Importance of Jerusalem Defined by Religious Identity

Jerusalem has an ancient history, and as a result fits differently within a host of competing narratives. The Honorable Evan Wilson, the United States Consulate General during the 1967 war, deftly summarized the central plot in each of them when he described Jerusalem as “a Dome, A Tomb and a
Wall; a Crescent, a Cross and a Star; three faiths, three worlds, three ways of life.” The Arab-Israeli problems could be solved rationally if religion was removed from the discussion, however religion could never be removed from the historical environment. The three monotheistic religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam all derive historical and religious importance from key places within Jerusalem. While the infighting and hatred seem to sustain the conflict between West and East, these three religions have some commonalities that are historical and cultural. Both Christianity and Islam accept the Judean Old Testament, with Christianity believing in a prophet who preaching in the Old City around 30 C.E. and an Islamic prophet teaching in 570 C.E. Specific holy places that are sacred the three religions all revolve inside Jerusalem's Old City, specifically the Temple Mount or al-Harem Sharif.

Judaism is based on Abraham’s lineage, history and geography. King David conquered the land of Palestine and united the twelve Israeli tribes, integrating religious and political power as he moved his capital to the religious center of the Canaan or Levant, a small town called Jerusalem. David's son Solomon built the first Temple, which survived until Babylon's destruction in 587 B.C.E. To understand the Jewish narrative, it is essential to know that their self-determination and identity is based on the Jew's first exile to Babylon and after 67 C.E., a second exile lasting almost twenty centuries. From the time of Abraham until Rome's destruction of the Second Temple, Judaism was "Temple-based", meaning Jerusalem-based.

Palestine, or the area encompassing present-day Israel, Lebanon, Jordan and parts of Syria, was at the crossroads of the Persian, Egyptian, and Assyrian empires, and Jerusalem was on the central mountain route that linked Beersheba and Bethlehem in the south with Ramallah and Jenin to the north. “In the second half of the eighth century B.C.E. the built-up area of Jerusalem expanded from the City of David to the western Mount Zion hill and the city reached its maximal size in biblical times …dozens of

---

5 Meir Ben-Dov, *Carta's Illustrated History of Jerusalem* (Jerusalem: Karta, 2006).
6 Ibid., 7.
settlements of all size ranks from regional towns to small villages and tiny farmsteads – appeared in the hill country of Judah to the south of Jerusalem.”7 A water source was the reason the City of David was built on a smaller hill surrounded by larger hills to include Mount Scopus, Mount of Olives, and other larger hills and a few miles away from the main road network. Aside from rainwater-collecting cisterns, the Gihom spring at the base of the hill in the Kidron Valley provided the only nearby water source. The City of David is not within the current Old City walls, but remains as ruins immediately south of the Old City Dung Gate and as archeological foundations under the Palestinian town of Silwan. The current Temple Mount complex was built over two mountain tops, with the smaller one used for David’s administration, and the tallest one for religious structures. To the east of the Old City on both sides of Kidron Valley, are many gravesites considered Holy Places for both Jews and Arabs during past peace negotiations.

Israelis’ of today cannot be thought of as having one narrative. Thomas Friedman identified at least five groups; secular Jews, Religious Orthodox, Settlement Zionists, Ultra-Orthodox, and finally the Diaspora throughout the world.8 The dichotomies between national Zionists and religious Jews have complicated their viewpoints on the State of Israel and on Jerusalem as the source of their identity. David Ben-Gurion, the first Israeli Prime Minister, however, did not view the gulf between Israeli’s and the Jewish Diaspora as vast. “There is no Jewish community in the world which lives with such a deep feeling of unity and identification with the totality of Jews in the world as does the Jewish community in [Israel].”9 Split between the four groups has been hundreds of thousands of eastern European, American, and African Jewish immigrants, complicating any attempt to identify common tensions and interests.

The word Jerusalem may not be in the Quran, but Muslims and Arab Palestinians' derive religious importance from Jerusalem. Muslims first prayed towards "Jerusalem [as] the first of the two qiblas, and

The third (after Mecca and Medina) of the most sacred lands. The Omayyad Dynasty built the Al Quds Mosque in 691 C.E. on the site of Abraham's sacrificial rock, the Temple Mount, hundreds of miles from Mecca and less than seventy years after Mohammed's death. Without a historical basis for state nationalism, Palestinian leaders derive their legitimacy from the Arab Diaspora. Palestinian President Abbas has stated that he will put up any agreement to a populist referendum, because, "any arrangement for the future of Jerusalem (and especially one for the Old City and the surroundings) and the holy sites will require the approval of the important Arab and Muslim states such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, and others."

Not forgetting the third monotheistic religion, Christianity focuses on Jesus and his life in Jerusalem's holy lands. Born in Bethlehem, which now lies in the West Bank south of the Jerusalem municipality, Jesus preached in many Jerusalem areas including the Temple Mount. The Church of the Holy Sepulcher marks his crucifixion by Pontius Pilot on the hill called Calvary. The Via Dolorosa commemorates the last journey Jesus made through Jerusalem, which starts in the current Muslim quarter and ends at the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. It is impossible to see the landscape of a Calvary hilltop where Jesus was crucified by viewing the relatively flat Old City streets, without understanding that the valley between the City of David and Calvary has been filled by centuries of growth, debris, and change.

Due to rival Christian philosophies and the competition between Eastern Orthodox and Western churches, Sultan Uthman III in 1757 created rules to protect both specific sites and religious access called the Status Quo. These two-century-old rules are reflected and codified in treaties to include the 1922 League of Nations Charter and the UN Partition Plan of 1947. Today, there are many Christian groups to include

---


12 Ibid., "The Ottoman Status Quo edicts by the sultan in 1852 and 1853 relates to the seven Christian holy sites in Jerusalem and Bethlehem, of which only two are in the Old City."
Armenians, Russian Orthodox, Ethiopians, Mormon's and Protestants protecting and ensuring access to hundreds of churches in the region, and they adapt contemporary reality to past Status Quo rules.

**Key Holy Places Provide Internal Legitimacy**

Israeli and Palestinian identities cannot be separated from specific Holy Places, with holy books and stories describing historic religious events. The focus, importance and reasons for specific sites were used as evidence during past negotiations to fight for respective negotiating positions. Marshall Breger, Yitzhak Reiter and Leonard Hammer compiled reports on key holy sites for the Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Politics titled *Holy Places in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict.* These key Holy Places in and around Jerusalem are the underlying differences in "confrontation and co-existence" that occurred before and after Israel's independence. Four areas that have Jewish and Muslim overlaps include Mount Scopus, the Mount of Olives, the Old City, and specifically the Temple Mount, or Harem al-Sharif in Arabic. These articles highlight that the Arab Waqf and religion in general always trumps politics. The Routledge researchers use specific places to identify historical and realistic status-quo measures that provide a working coexistence model.

The religious places overlap on the most holy shrines in Jerusalem, the Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif, and the Western Wall. "The Western Wall (or Wailing) Wall is part of the retaining wall built in 20 B.C.E. under the direction of King Herod to support the massive structures of the Temple Mount above." The Western Wall is not simply a religious site for Judaism. Muslims often site three reasons to claim the Western Wall as a Muslim religious site, possibly to discredit Jewish influence. Some believe that the Prophet Mohammed tied his horse, Burqa, to a site at the Western Wall, during the final night journey. The destruction of the Maghrabi quarter in order to restore the Western Wall plaza, and Britain's

---


mandated Holy Places list sited the Western Wall as a Muslim waqf are two addition reasons Israelis fear that, if the Old City and the Temple Mount were retained in the Palestinian capital of East Jerusalem, they would lose access to their two most important religious places.

Included in past peace talks have been Holy Place access, legality, protection, and shared importance. Where to divide Jerusalem comes down to a choice as to which Holy Places are vital by two or more stakeholders. Mount Scopus was specified as Jewish land in the 1949 Armistice Agreements. UN Resolutions continued the Partition Plan's goals of religious protection and access. UN resolution 50, issued on 29 May 1948, "urges all governments and authorities concerned to take every possible precaution for the protection of the Holy Places and the City of Jerusalem, including access to all shrines and sanctuaries for the purpose of worship by those who have an established right to visit and worship at them."15

Arabs that demand access to Muslim sites must remember that Jews were denied access to the Western Wall for Jordan’s 19-year West Bank occupation. Currently, access to the Temple Mount is open for Christians in the mornings and for Muslims in the Afternoon. Jews are advised not to visit the Temple Mount, both for religious reasons (not to inadvertently step were the Temple called the Holy of Holies once stood) and to prevent conflict with the Arabs.

Asking if Jerusalem and key holy sites are negotiable, Segal found that "most Palestinians would seriously consider a proposal in which West Jerusalem would be under Israeli sovereignty and East Jerusalem would be under Palestinian sovereignty, with a special arrangement for Israeli control of the Jewish neighborhoods in East Jerusalem. The Old City would be dealt with separately."16 In terms of levels or changes in scale, both sides have detailed requirements for their respective nation state, but they have idealistic concepts for their capital and respective holy site.


16 Jeremy Segal, Negotiating Jerusalem (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000), viii. The University of Maryland’s Jerusalem Project questioned over 1500 Israeli Jews and some 870 Palestinians in order to understand Jerusalem in the eyes of each side’s perspectives, and opinions.
Current international agreements focus on four Holy Place issues: identity classification, legal/historical, protection, and access. Protection for the international community’s three religions has been discussed in the 2001 Mitchell Report and the 2002 U.S. Human Rights Report. There are Christian Holy sites in the latest 1993 Vatican-Israel Fundamental Agreement.

**Self Determination and the Rise of Arab and Zionist Nationalism**

To understand how national identities and historical meanings are created, Charles Hill in *Grand Strategies* uses literature, interactions, and wars to describe, “such matters as how a people begin to identity itself as a nation.” At the same time that Lieutenant T.E. Lawrence was stirring up Arab Nationalism, Jewish or Zionist nationalism arose both inside and outside of Palestine. Theodor Herzl stirred up Jewish nationalism from his publication, *The Jewish State*, and his subsequent visit to Palestine in 1898. David Ben Gurion sought out accommodations during the British Mandate period to create an Israeli State through the early Jewish Agency. While agreeing to the UN partition plan in General Agreement 181, Ben Gurion settled for a state that did not include Jerusalem. The Jewish Agency fought for statehood, sovereignty, and legitimacy, while the Arab nations fought to destroy Jewish interests in the Palestine.

Self-determination plays a key part in any conflict with a minority attempting to fight for recognition, freedom, or power. World examples include South Africans, Northern Ireland, and even African-Americans in the United States. Jews were persecuted for centuries and fought to have a land of their own. Judaism’s last daily prayer, ‘Next year in Jerusalem,’ is now being used by Palestinians as a satirical and an emotional statement for a future state. The Palestinian narrative has their own fears and hopes. Islamic organizations use religious documents and historical references to postulate the importance of Jerusalem to Muslims and especially to Palestinians. Palestinians are broken down into four sub-

---

groups. First, there are 1.7 million Palestinians in the West Bank, Gaza, and East Jerusalem, and then there are those living in refugee camps in Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon. The other two categories are Palestinians broken down to Christian and Muslim Palestinians, with the later including varying ideologies from moderate Fatah and extremist groups led by Hamas. Two related groups are Israeli Arabs and the Muslim throughout the world. Palestinians, according to New York Times Journalist Thomas Friedman, have learned to fight on their own, with little Arab League financial support. There are many Palestinian types, but a common experience, derived the mandate period and refugee status over the last sixty years.

Three adapting Christian tendencies have improved the chances for Palestinians to achieve their own state. The first is due to the need to protect the Christian Arab community, the second to support Palestinian's self-determination, and the third is recognition that most of the Holy Places remained east of the 1967 Green Line. However, Palestinian leadership is using religion to sway politics. The 2009 Kairos document, published by Palestinian Christians and Jerusalem religious leaders, assert that there must not be a [Jewish] nation built on religion, ignoring twenty-two Arab States with Islamic state religion, and uses de-legitimization to propose that Israelis have no historical ties to Jerusalem. Religious interests are intertwined with political interests, and documents such as this deny Israeli self-determination in order to defend self-determination rights of Palestinians.

**Jerusalem’s Shifting Importance as a World Capital**

While the peace process has been an incremental progression, the environment in and around Jerusalem continued to change, due to war, peace and internal conflict. Three changes through recent history will be analyzed. These include a powerful Christian influence, incremental peace agreements,

---

19 Freedman, 386.


and a focus to East Jerusalem as a future Palestinian capital. Early Christian nation focus on Christian Holy Places was an important factor while Arab Jewish nationalism was debated after World War II. "The fate of Jerusalem and the other Holy Places in Palestine, so strongly linked with the origins of Christianity, has always commanded the Holy See's interests and has led it on a number of occasions to undertake political initiatives designed to guarantee a Catholic presence in the Holy Land."  

While not supporting either an Arab state, a Jewish state, or two states partitioned, "the best solution to protect the Catholic Church's rights in Palestine would be the internationalization of Jerusalem."  

Since the British ended the mandate, trust for the Christian Holy Places has been in the hands of both Israeli and Jordanian/Palestinian Christians. Understanding that Yasser Arafat was a Christian helps understand the low level influence or intrigue from the Vatican and American Christians during the rise of the PLO. Declining Christian viewpoints may have decreased their importance, but the Jerusalem problem remains complex.

The second factor is the incremental changes that each negotiation through war and peace forces on Jerusalem as a system. Every stakeholder reacts to the new realities and the world would not be where it is without adapting and adjusting to every circumstance. Peace agreements as well as the intifada’s, the rise of Hamas, and wars in Lebanon and Gaza have helped everyone understand the complexity surrounding Jerusalem. Although Jerusalem and the Palestinian cause were heavily debated, Jerusalem was not in the final 1979 Camp David Agreement that ended peace negotiations between Egypt and Israel. The city is vitally important to each side, but was deemed too complicated to be negotiation over Sinai. Peace between Israel and Jordan did not solve Jerusalem; however these incremental agreements helped pave the way to today’s two-state discussions.

Finally, as the world shifts towards preparing for a Palestinian State, the focus turns on East Jerusalem. For the American Task Force for Palestine (ATFP) 5th annual Gala, President Mahmud Abbas

23 Ibid., 261.
highlighted "our right to self-determination...and the establishment of the state of Palestine, with East Jerusalem as its capital, living side by side with the state of Israel."24 "Within Israel, Jerusalem is viewed as the third rail of Israeli Politics. To date, no major political party has proposed sharing sovereignty with the Palestinians. Yet, among Palestinians, some 94% say that even if it was the only way that a Palestinian state could come into being, they would not accept Israeli's claim that it allow is sovereign over all of Jerusalem."25 The next section describes the critical role Jerusalem provides as a capital for two states, including sovereign and legitimate authority.

Sovereignty and Legitimacy Over Jerusalem

No world body would attempt to separate Washington D.C. from the United States, or Paris from France. Yet these two analogies help readers understand Jerusalem as a nation’s capital in terms of state sovereignty. Sovereignty has internal and external characteristics brought about from the 1648 Westphalia stressed international relations and how state systems “agreed to conduct their official interactions.”26 Sovereignty and state power were defined by Max Weber as "the right of final decision" or "a state is a human community that successfully claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory."27 External legitimacy is granted by the international community, usually through the United Nations (UN), whereas internal legitimacy is granted by a nation's population through elections, general support, or polling data. The Palestinian National Authority (PNA) or Palestinian Authority (PA) is used to define the government entity created during the 1993 Oslo Peace Accords and was accorded levels of external sovereignty over lands within the West Bank and East Jerusalem. This section will describe how the international community withheld legitimacy of Jerusalem as a declared capital for the State of Israel. Regarding a future State of Palestine, a political framework that creates two capitals for

25 Segal, vii.
26 Hill, 4.
both Israel and for the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) can help resolve remaining issues such as refuges, right of return, and settlements within the West Bank.

The Green line currently refers back to the dividing line that existed between Jordan and Israel, before 5 June 1967, however this line was the resulting armistice border agreed to during the 1949 United Nations-sponsored peace talks. The armistice line created a nineteen-year split between an Israeli West Jerusalem and a Jordanian East Jerusalem. West and East Jerusalem will be defined based on the Green line. Arab East Jerusalem will be used to define the majority Arab population zones, minus the 10-12 Israeli towns within East Jerusalem built after 1967. The Old City and the most critical Holy Places important to all three religions reside east of the Green Line.

Jerusalem as a capital for two population groups can only be explained by the history of the land. The story of Jerusalem must be told through the lens of increased nationalism and self determination caused by the disillusionment of the Ottoman Empire after World War I. Then after World War II, the world community, through the newly formed United Nations, attempted to find an equitable solution to this conflict. Finally after Jerusalem was divided for 19 years, the six-day war drastically changed the narrative of Jerusalem's populations and brought the Palestinian cause to the forefront. Three concepts will be examined to explain how the Israeli-Palestinian confrontation developed; the withdrawal of a foreign mandate country in 1948, the death of a separate international Jerusalem concept from 1947-49, and the refusal to negotiate Jerusalem sovereignty after the city was united in 1967.

**International Legitimacy through an External Mandate: 1918-1948**

As mentioned in the first section, the League of Nations attempted to replace the Great Power’s drive for colonial annexation with a temporary and internationally recognized “mandate”. A land, whose population is not prepared to lead, or is contested by multiple groups may require foreign external management. This terminology may be similar to colonialism; however, the European powers were not
yet willing to leave their colonies and historical ties to past empires. Lands previously controlled by
World war one opponents became the newest nation states.28

The 1916 Balfour document, though never approved by the British Parliament, was not the
document granting future protection of Jews. It took on a more powerful form when the Palestine
mandate became a stand-alone section in Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. The
Lausanne Conference of 1922-1923, which finally abolished the Ottoman Empire and ended the war with
a new Government of Turkey, granted Britain the mandate over Palestine. The League of Nations Charter
recognized both the Balfour Declaration as well as the Sikes-Picot Agreement. This was followed up with
the 3 December 1924 American-British mandate convention protecting economic interests.

While the mandate details were debated from 1918-1922, the populations within Palestine
struggled for four years of military administration. British diplomat Lord Balfour, recognizing that
legitimacy and speed were essential and even suggesting that the United States should be the mandate
country, wrote to the U.S. Secretary of State that a mandate government “must seem secure in the eyes of
the populations concerned. Without this it cannot possess the necessary prestige, or exercise the necessary
influence.”29

Since the Holy Places were in contention between the three religions, a sub article protected both
access and freedom of worship. Article 9 tasked the mandate government to safeguard religious
administrations including waqfs and the Status Quo religious rules. Article 13 focused on four goals for
the Holy Places, “preserving existing rights, of securing free access to the Holy Places, religious buildings
or sites and the free exercise of worship, while ensuring the requirements of public order and decorum.”
Article 14, recognizing the complex nature of religious Jerusalem outlines the requirements for a special
Commission to regulated religious administrations, and Article 15 reiterated “free exercise of all forms of

Charter, the remnants from Turkey were listed as ‘A’ mandates and included Palestine, Mesopotamia, Syria and
Lebanon. B Mandates focused on Central African nations, and C Mandates were German colonies in the Pacific.

29 Lord Balfour to the U.S. Secretary of State, Washington D.C., 24 July 1922 in The Palestine Mandate
worship…No discrimination of any kind shall be made between the inhabitants of Palestine on the ground of race, religion or language. No person shall be excluded from Palestine on the sole ground of his religious belief.”

As complex as Palestine was after a world war with multiple stakeholders, the central idea remained that religion always trumped politics. The concept of a mandate grants an internationally recognized power with temporary authority for natural nation-state activities such as foreign relations, embassies, treaties, citizenships, and protecting the populations. When Clement Attlee declared in 1947 that Britain was broke and informed the new United Nations that Britain would end their mandate responsibilities in Palestine (as well leave their prime jewel India), the world was forced to debate Jerusalem’s sovereignty, expectantly raising Jewish and Arab nationalistic expectations. The next section scales down into the “mandate” concept in Palestine down to the level of Jerusalem.

Post WWII: Jerusalem Sovereignty Withheld from the Realities of War

In the movie, O’ Jerusalem, the story of Said, a Palestinian working in America, and Bobby, a Jewish American Soldier, describes Jews and Arabs surviving World War II. They struggle to contemplate Britain departing from Jerusalem with the creation of a Jewish state side by side with an Arab state.

There are four historical reasons why the international Jerusalem concept was fought for. The first was large mass of 30-plus religious Holy Places, which no one country could control. Second, there were many nation states protecting Christian interests. Sikes-Picot was the 1916 agreement that cut up Ottoman Empire lands to three Christian-based countries. Russians wanted to protect Orthodox Christian sites and their historical ties dating back to the 1800s, the French protected Catholic interests, and the


British protected protestant-based churches. The third aspect reflected the demographic shifts and rising self-determination of both Arabs and Jews. British promises to the Hussein family during World War 1 contradicted promises to Jewish nationalists through the Balfour Agreement causing a situation where control of Palestine would be contested by both nationalities. Finally, the Great Powers, while protecting Christian sites, wanted neither Arab nor a Jewish state to control the Holy Basin. The Anglo-American commission in 1946 formulated that "since Palestine is a Holy Land sacred to Christian, to Jews and to Moslems alike, it should become neither an Arab state nor a Jewish state." The Morrison-Grady international concept pushed for international sovereignty, with "the area of the Holy Places should be under a trusteeship administered by the British government."  

Diplomats used these four factors to negotiate the internationalization of Jerusalem between 1947 and 1949. The 1936 British Peel Commission recommending partition of two states in 1947 attempted to assuage all side’s fears, but the Arabs disagreed with the plan. They were fighting for all or nothing. The United Nations Partition Plan approved by the General Assembly 33 to 13 on 29 November 1947 had two critical concepts, which were never implemented, but are discussed in recent peace negotiations: a two-state solution and a portion of Jerusalem as a separate international city. UNGA Resolution 181 created an Arab and Israeli state. While the Jewish Agency supported the two-state concept, the Arab League rejected it. Included in approved resolution was a plan to internationalize the City of Jerusalem for ten years (see map below, UNGA resolution 181, Annex B).

---
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UN General Agreement 181, Articles 13 and 14, identify the mission of a future Jerusalem governor. Part 1, Chapter 1 focused on the Holy Place concerns, “the liberty of access, visit and transit shall be guaranteed, in conformity with existing rights, to all residents and citizens of the other State and of the City of Jerusalem, as well as to aliens, without distinction as to nationality, subject to requirements of national security, public order and decorum.”\(^{35}\) Part III focused on the mission of the City of Jerusalem Administering Authority for a period of ten years:

(a) To protect and to preserve the unique spiritual and religious interests located in the city of the three great monotheistic faiths throughout the world, Christian, Jewish and Moslem; to this end to ensure that order and peace, and especially religious peace, reign in Jerusalem;

---

(b) To foster co-operation among all the inhabitants of the city in their own interests as well as in order to encourage and support the peaceful development of the mutual relations between the two Palestinian peoples throughout the Holy Land; to promote the security, well-being and any constructive measures of development of the residents, having regard to the special circumstances and customs of the various peoples and communities.

Could the UN legally manage a city? The term "corpus separatum" created a controlling entity with the powers of administration and external affairs, or "an independent political entity with the authority to confer citizenship upon its residents." The Vatican supported this international zone solution to protect Christian sites and maintain access while discussions occurred on the creation of Arab and Jewish states. The Vatican "was deeply gratified by the Corpus Separatum solution which could assure the growth of the city as a universal Christian Center."

An international zone was a rational method to manage two competing sides who wish to control all of Jerusalem. An internationally recognized governor would oversee a joint municipality with some sort of revolving local leader and council. The mandate adopted the best practices from the Ottomans while preventing "annexation" from world powers. Resolution 181 specified a greater municipality within the proposed Arab state, with stipulations for access to the sea. The size of the international zone was predicated on including Christian sites in the Old city and Bethlehem while creating an economically viable zone. From the population data at the time, there were equal distributions of Jews and Arabs living in Jerusalem.

In May of 1948, one Governor General, Bernadotte, and a small staff were sent to Jerusalem to take over the British mandate, and implement the UN partition plan. Obviously, he could not hold back the Palestinians who rejected the plan, nor did he have the forces to protect the Jews as they were pushed back towards the sea. The world should not be surprised that while withholding sovereignty from both sides, they created a violent vacuum. "Thus, legitimacy drops out, territoriality creeps in, and external

---
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violence suddenly appears. In short, these definitional differences reflect fundamental change in the organization of violence.”

Unfortunately, the goal to create a viably economic city pushed the city boundary to support a greater municipality. This methodology warped the limited goal of protecting critical holy places, and removed Jerusalem as the capital to any future state. The U.S. and the UN failed to use available resources to force Jordan and Israel to remove troops from occupied Jerusalem. With the city divided for the next nineteen years, the UN continued to debate the international city utopian concept without any corresponding forcing function. Israel built up West Jerusalem as their new capital where as Jordan focused on the increased influence from West Bankers who competed with East Bankers in Amman. The UN denied sovereignty over respective Jerusalem territories from both Israel and Jordan.

**Jerusalem Sovereignty Held Hostage: UN Resolution 242**

For nineteen years, the city became two distinct, separate zones, and each side took little interest in the other. In *Living Together Separately*, Michael Romann and Alex Weingrod assert that two capitals actually existed from 1948 to 1967, and were distinct and based on historical adaptation. The Six-Day War surprised the world and created Arab's second catastrophe. UN Resolution 242 issued unanimously, which has been the basis of every peace process since 1967, unfortunately does not contain previous concepts for an international zone in Jerusalem.

Michael Dumper postulates that there was a void in the international resolutions starting with UNSCR 242. The idea of an internationally backed partition was dropped to simplify the mediation after the 1967 Six-day war. To contrast this perspective, Alan Dershowitz supports UN resolution 242 due to the analysis of proposed changes, focusing on withdrawing from “territories” instead of “the territories”

---


or territories east of the Green Line. “Teddy Kollek, the Jerusalem Mayor for over two decades, disagreed with the internationalization concept regarding Jerusalem. He believed that splitting a city or having a “neutral” municipality was never a long-term successful solution. Assuring access and protection was impossible due to past Arab actions and religious preferences.

What is a nation state and what does it control? The Constitutive dimension of sovereignty “constitutes the state as the actor in the international politics by designating the state, rather than a religious or economic organization as the repository of ultimate authority with a political space that is defined territorially”. 41 Israel was the first nation forced to argue stipulations during the nominative process to join the United Nations, creating a common precedent. For sixty-three years, the international community has withheld sovereignty over Israel’s chosen capital, and has no plans to force their course of action.

The United Nation’s fight for an international city died when they did not separate the Jordanian and Israeli forces from Jerusalem in 1948, when they failed to act during the nineteen-year division, and again when Jerusalem was reunited in 1967. The larger international zone concept would ignore sixty years of reality and strip sovereignty of a capital from a state that has been a UN member since 1949. While the international community was adjusting to the new normal with Jerusalem united under Israeli sovereignty, the Arab community fought back. First was the Palestinian use of Jordan, Egypt, Syria, and Lebanon to conduct small military strikes on Israel, while fighting for self determination mainly in Jordan. Before and after the 1973 Yom Kippur or October War, Palestinians under Yasser Arafat’s Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), were forced out of Jordan, then Lebanon, and finally arrived in Tunisia.

To continue the peace process through future negotiations, a new 'capital sovereignty' theory can be added to increase understanding over Jerusalem. This theory does not ignore religion or identity; it

40 Alan Dershowitz, The Case for Peace: How the Arab-Israeli Conflict can be Resolved (Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, 2005), 3.
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embraces all perspectives from Israelis and Palestinians while scaling down each of their interests to specific goals. Under the risk of losing access to their Holy Places in a Palestinian Capital bounded east of the Green Line, Israel can use sovereignty over a capital and their nationally important Holy Places to achieve what they must have as a nation and as a people. Ben Guiron in 1949 stated that “the State of Israel will be tested by the moral image it will lend its citizens, by the human values which will determine its internal and external relations, by its faithfulness, in deed and word, to the supreme command of Judaism: ‘Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.’”

Israeli’s old one-state strategy with no external legitimacy over its capital is threatened to be replaced by a neighbor that has been granted sovereignty over two critical issues: external legitimacy over half of Jerusalem and sovereignty over holy places that defines Israel’s Jewish identity.

The British supported both Israelis and Arabs, and ended their mandate without implementing the UN decision. Abdulateef Al-Mulhim, asking “What if Arabs had recognized the State of Israel in 1948”, stated that "since 1948, if an Arab politician wanted to be the here and the leader of the Arab world, then he has a very easy way to do it. He just shouts as loud as he can about the intention to destroy Israel, without mobilizing one soldier - Talk is cheap ... now the Palestinians are on their own.”

The international community withheld sovereignty over Jerusalem from the populations affected, and continues this utopian exercise today. The Six-Day War started the process to bring back the Palestinian self determination narrative to the forefront. The next section summarizes the Arab-Israeli peace negotiations since 1973 and proposals from various institutions and think tanks.

The Jerusalem Problem During Peace Negotiations

As all sides reacted to a new normal with Jerusalem finally united, Arab leaders and Palestinian residents fought back. This new normal brought the Palestinian narrative to the surface. The Palestinian
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Liberation Organization struggled to find a workable message, and two intifada’s by Palestinian residents forced Israelis to the negotiations table. It took eight wars and half a century for the Arabs and “the world [to] recognize we are not a negligible force.” The 1987 Intifada resurrected the Palestinian cause from years of failure. Arafat’s support, the end of the cold war, and the end of the Persian Gulf War led to American leaders to start a peace process in Madrid in 1991. The December 1991 Madrid Conference finally brought Israelis and Palestinians to the table for the first time. The two-decade process and its impacts on Jerusalem will be addressed through an analysis of the 1993-95 Oslo negotiations, and the 2000-2001 talks supported by various operational approach models seeking a final compromise.

**Reaction to a One-State / One-City Environment**

On 9 June 1967, Israeli forces reunited Jerusalem after 19 years, shocking Israeli leaders and Jews throughout the world. Israel’s military strength over many Arab nations created a second Arab catastrophe following the 1948 creation of the State of Israel. From 1967 to 1993, Israel attempted to integrate the Palestinian population. However, most refused full Israeli citizenship due to political considerations. Israeli leaders expanded the Jerusalem municipality to include East Jerusalem. Annexation of East Jerusalem followed, however Arab nations rejected Israel's offer to give back the West Bank and Gaza in exchange for peace agreements. Israel started 25 years attempting to integrate mixed populations while increasing Jewish growth in the municipality.

Arabs rejected the changed environment after 1967 with their policy of three “No’s”: no negotiations, no recognition, and no peace. The capture of all territories of the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem turned the Arab’s fight for a One Arab solution to One-Jewish solution. The failure of Nasser’s 1967 war singled out the death of pan-Arabism, and this resulted in Palestinian leaders refining their nationalistic identity. Yasser Arafat’s Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) fought for their
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one-Arab state solution with incremental attacks from Egypt, Jordan and Lebanon. Palestinian refugees had drastically changed Jordanian demographics, and the PLO’s emergence created a power struggle against the King as well as with Israel. Surrounding nations attempted to support the PLO but not anger a now powerful Israel. Syria supporting the PLO overthrow of Jordan, but did not support PLO attacks on Israel from their soil. Jordon succeeded in defeating PLO extremists groups and kicked out the PLO to Lebanon. The PLO creating havoc in Lebanon, and a violent civil war led to Israel's 1982 invasion, defeat, and expulsion of the PLO. Arab governments were isolating Israel diplomatically. Anwar Sadat of Egypt succeeded to change the Arab negotiating balance through the 1973 October War and became the first Arab leader to sign a peace treaty with Israel.

Both sides reacted to support their own interests. In 1980, Israel formally annexed East Jerusalem, while in 1988, Yasser Arafat declared Palestinian independence. Rashid Khalidi, an advisor to the Palestinian delegation during the 1991 Madrid negotiations, described the Palestinian narrative’s disappearance and reemergence. The disappearance of Palestinian nationalism has four contextual reasons. The first is when half of the Arab population fled Palestine after the first Arab-Israeli war in 1948, or what Arabs call “al Nakba”, or the catastrophe. The second is the Palestinian integration into surrounding Arab societies, stirring up internal conflict when they would not integrate and when full citizenship was denied for political reasons. This continued as revolts in Jordan, then Lebanon as the leadership was forced to flee to Tunisia in 1982. Thirdly, pan Arabism kept the nationalistic movement broad until crushed in 1967. The Cold War was the fourth factor, which separated friendly western-leaning Arab countries from Arab countries who leaned towards the Soviet Union. Rashid Khalidi called the organized collection of “Arabs as a single people“ and “Arab nationalism … had become a powerful symbolic bogeyman, representing all that was objectionable in the Arab world to those outside it.”

---

Israel had two strategic choices to balance regarding East Jerusalem; separation or integration. To explain the importance of Jerusalem demographics, "it is no surprise that Israeli's conscious policy since 1967 has been to 'limit the growth of the Arab population of the city."\(^{47}\) Israel chose policies that ensured a 70/30 demographic split in Jerusalem. Israeli officials followed “a strict quota on construction for Arabs in the city has been enforced for more than twenty years with the aim of maintaining the Palestinian percentage of the city’s residents at around 26 percent.”\(^ {48} \) As an Arab advisor for Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek, Amir Cheshin described the lack of development for East Jerusalem. Surprisingly, this evidence is similar to the lack of development in Jordan's controlled East Jerusalem from 1948 to 1967. To limit the higher natural growth rate of Palestinians, administrators focused on land zoning "by setting a strict limit on new homes built in [Arab] neighborhoods."\(^ {49} \)

As a scholar for the Institute for Palestine Studies, Geoffrey Aronson asserts that Labor Party Leader Yitzhak Rabin was only following the same Likud settlement policies pushed for the last 10 years, using security and “territorial continuity” that linked isolated Jewish settlements especially on the outer ring to the inner ring of West Jerusalem. Arial Sharon and Ehud Olmert followed the same policy, supporting the construction of two new towns called Har Homa and Gilo in 1997. Palestinian think tanks, such as the Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs, track the daily housing changes to include the growth of settlements, dumahs exchanged, and respective populations in Jerusalem districts. The twelve Israeli settlements built in East Jerusalem, which are governed by the Jerusalem municipality with West Jerusalem, include Gilo, Har Homa, Har Gilo, Mamila, East Talpion, Giv’at


\(^{48}\) Geoffrey Aronson, \textit{Final Status Issues} (Jerusalem, Institute for Palestine Studies, 1996), 18.

If the one-state concept failed to reflect both perspectives, then correspondingly, the one-city concept failed to reflect two distinct cities, a Jewish Jerusalem and a Palestinian Jerusalem. The lack of peace talk progress, continued settlements in East Jerusalem, and the rise of Hamas, has “rejuvenated the old idea of one bi-national, secular and democratic state where Jewish and Arab citizens live side by side in equality… many Palestinian think a single state might be ideal – since it would involve the defeat of the Zionist project and its replacement by a bi-national country that would eventually be ruled by its Arab majority.” This argument is based on demographic evidence, as a method to distort Israeli’s claim to their one-state system since 1967. However, Arabs such as the Palestinian Strategy Group use it to “warn Israel of the dangers posed by its expansionist polices… believes that one-state talk might help knock some sense into the heads of Israeli decision-makers.”

The proposal to convert all of Palestine back to Arab control delegitimizes Israeli interests and reverses 63 years of nationhood. This may seem extreme, but it reflects Palestinian frustrations over Israel's one city control and one-state control. This argument is based on whether a democratic state follows representative government, highlighting the importance of demographics. Countless groups, including Israeli-based Peace Now and B’Tselem use demographic growth numbers to explain why Israel, under their one-state concept, cannot maintain majority representation over both Israelis and Palestinians into the future. Writing for the Institute for Palestinian Studies, Michael Dumper spends countless pages explaining two conclusions; that Palestinian natural birth increase will continue to outpace Israeli natural birth rates, and that decreasing Jewish immigration was the only method which kept the current population ratios where they are today.

50 Jerusalem: Israeli Settlement Activities and Related Polices, (Jerusalem, Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs, June 2009).
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Both Israelis and Palestinians delegitimize each other to argue their case. There are elements of denial from both extremes. Chairman Arafat’s comments at the 2000 Camp David Summit “that the Jewish Temple had never been located on the Al-Haram al-Sharif” caused a failure of those July 2000 negotiations. vegan references to the "Battle of Khaybar" when Jews were expelled from Arabia in the 7th century are used by extremists to show that Islam will never accept a Jewish state.  

Israel's use the same tactics when they question whether there is any such term as a Palestinian narrative. The Israeli political group "One Jerusalem" does not want their historic Jerusalem divided. They assume away Palestinian's self-determination and ignore Arab East Jerusalem’s low level of development. Peace negotiations will always fail when each side ignores the other’s interests. "The one-state solution is advocated by a number of Palestinian intellectuals and is becoming rather popular in the European left."

The American Task Force for Palestine has even published a book describing the counterintuitive effects this negotiating tactic has on the peace process, titled What’s Wrong with the One-State Solution. This one-state dialogue is used for three reasons: as a negotiations tactic to create fear for Israelis, to force them to the negotiations table, and as dialogue to express Palestinian frustration.  

An Incremental Process led to the 1993-95 Oslo Peace Talks  

The context leading to the 1993 talks include incremental peace talks with Egypt, end of the cold war, the 1991 Persian Gulf, and the return of Palestinian self-determination. The 1978 Camp David Accords and the 1993 Oslo talks may have failed to address Jerusalem and all Palestinian problems; however, they focused instead on achieving limited, incremental agreements. During the Dayton Peace negotiations that ended the Bosnian War, Richard Holbrooke "rejected the minimalist theory that we


29
should negotiate only those matters on which implementation would be relatively easy.” However, the
Bosnian negotiations and Sarajevo are simple when compared to a contested city for the world's three
monotheistic religions. Peace talks that consider Jerusalem as too complicated does stretch the conflict;
however, incremental peace agreements have created a new peace environment and have improved
negotiations that reflect the interests of each side.

During the Oslo I (1993) and Oslo II or Taba discussions (1995), the international community
recognized the PLO as the Palestinian legitimate representative, and granted the new Palestinian
Authority limited sovereignty over three areas in the West Bank, Gaza and in East Jerusalem.
Negotiations focused on the status of Jewish towns in built in East Jerusalem, reaffirmed by Oslo II,
“would under no circumstances be placed under Palestinian authority, even in criminal matters.”

The 1968 PLO Charter demands an Arab led one-state solution. Israel has perpetuated their one-state
concept by ignoring the rise of Palestinian self-determination. Palestinians highlight that a separate,
independent Palestinian state next to a State of Israel will be weak, by incorporating Jewish population
centers, weak resources, dominated by a strong Israeli neighbor, and issues like “right of return” may be
distinguished. Abu Mazen has suggested that all historical requirements would be taken off the table once
they had a State of Palestine (reference). ATFP and Hussein Ibish hints that the one state agenda is a
negotiating tactic visualizes a future to Israelis on the risk of no final two-state agreement.

The Jaffee Center for Security Studies (JCSS) published six models in 1989 but few focused on
the effects or on the importance of Jerusalem. The models were titled The Status Quo, Autonomy,
Annexation, a Palestinian State, Gaza Withdrawal, and a Jordanian-Palestinian Federation. The 1993
accords followed the Autonomy model by creating both the PNA and the three authority zones, while
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contested areas, Gaza and Jericho. Area B included Palestinian control but Israeli military access. Area C was under
Israeli control.
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Jordan handed over all sovereign claims over the West Bank to the PNA. The underlying framework end states were to "allow Israel to end its control over more than 1.5 million Palestinians."\textsuperscript{60} The models left only the creation of a Palestinian state which "offers a greater possibility of resolving the Palestinian issue on terms acceptable to the Palestinians than does any other option considered."\textsuperscript{61} However trading land for peace with the rejection of any Jews living in an Arab zone as illegal, "six wars in 40 years, and 70 years of Arab terrorism, have left their mark on the collective subconscious of Israeli society."\textsuperscript{62}

A follow-on JCSS study in 1995 by Dr. Dore Gold summarized three new models for Jerusalem: Territorial, Religious, and Municipal. The territorial model creates two sovereign capitals with vast differences over which side controls the Temple Mount, the Western Wall and the rest of the Old City. Any respective leader that does not retain sovereignty over the Temple Mount and the Western Wall would lose internal legitimacy of its people. There was no discussion of a Holy Basin zone, but three reasons were listed to create such a zone for the Old City. The first is the potential limited religious freedom, "out of consideration that the area of the Wall itself was part of an old Islamic Waqf."\textsuperscript{63} Secondly, when Jordan controlled the Old City from 1948-1967, all Jews were evicted and Jewish holy sites were desecrated which resulted in no international condemnation. Thirdly, Palestinian sovereignty over the Haram al-Sharif defines their identity, far more than the small Arab towns in East Jerusalem.

Under the municipal or religious models, with Israel's full control over greater Jerusalem, Muslims would retain local management of any Waqf Holy Place. The Municipal model provides local autonomy to the Palestinian Boroughs as they do now. The report summarized the difficulty Jerusalem causes regarding the other final status issues, which asked, "Might not the Jerusalem issue wreck the rest

\textsuperscript{60} Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies Study Group. \textit{The West Bank and Gaza: Israel's Options for Peace}. (Tel Aviv: JCSS, 1989), 18.
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of peace process?\textsuperscript{64} Dr. Gold had difficulty even as recent as 1995 to focus on Jerusalem, and he continuously rejected an option to divide Jerusalem in order to create distinct capitals with secured borders. Many of these joint, bilateral governmental solutions sound very rational, but ignore the historical background, importance of international involvement, or the realistic ability to solve day-to-day problems if larger political issues are unresolved. Much of the detailed planning to turn Arab East Jerusalem into a capital for the future State of Palestine has been accomplished, but the larger political and sovereign issues have not been addressed.

The end of the cold war changed statecraft, and experts highlighted the end of war, conquest and annexation. Francis Fukuyama postulated that statecraft changed in the 1990s with humanitarian assistance used as an excuse to change or adapt internal state systems, degrading state sovereignty.\textsuperscript{65} Kosovo and East Timor were new states created by combinations of armed conflict and diplomacy, following Charles Hill’s assertion that “diplomacy precedes the state.”\textsuperscript{66} The first intifada created an international crisis that attempted to change Israel’s internal status quo. The return of Palestinian nationalism through revolt, the failure of improvements for East Jerusalem citizens, and international diplomacy granting some sovereignty to a new Palestinian entity started the path to statehood.

**Scaling into the Two State Concept: 2000-2001 Discussions**

The context leading to the 2000 talks include the 1993 achievements, the 1995 Oslo II timelines, and the assassination of Rabin which changed internal Israeli politics forever. As a scholar for the Jerusalem Institute for Israeli Studies, Menachem Klein summarized the 2000-20001 Camp David discussions using comparable negotiation models from Northern Ireland and South African peace talks. John Darby and Roger MacGinty list five criteria for a successful negotiation: negotiations in good faith, the inclusion of all key actors to include paramilitary groups, central issues must be addressed, no use of
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force to achieve objectives, and a commitment to a sustained process. All but the third issue "were missing or deformed in the (2000) Israeli-Palestinian permanent status talks."\(^{67}\)

In 2009, The Palestinian Authority published a two-year plan to prepare the government, the Palestinians, and the international community showing the world that statehood is a possibility. The plan addresses resource shortfalls and approaches to create sustainability within education, economic markets, justice, and public utilities. Due to these preparations, Palestinian expectations are rising before the self-imposed two-year plan culminates. MG Moeller, an Air Force general leading the United States Security Coordinator Office (USSC) is charged with helping support the creation and training of ten Palestinian security battalions. More recently, Israel political changes to a Likud led government may in fact bring on board the far right political parties. Many suggest that Labor is more giving to "land for peace" but they may not have had the population support. In contrast, PA are prepared to offer hope to Israeli's, but they are as fractured.

The Palestinian National Authority asserts that East Jerusalem must be their future capital contiguous with their West Bank populations. Oslo negotiations highlighted that once political solutions are chosen, city municipalities, PLO governments and even the future state would require more capacity, resources and professionalism. Once the U.S. supported a two-state solution, they had to back up ideas with resources. Michael Dumper’s thesis in *The Politics of Jerusalem Since 1967* is “that a durable peace and the security and prosperity of both peoples – Israeli and Palestinian – depend not only on the creation of a viable Palestinian state but also on a formula assuring a shared Jerusalem in which both can have their capital.”\(^{68}\)

European countries and the U.S. began a multi-level effort to tackle complexity and true nation building through institution building separate from the middle-east peace initiatives. The Aspen Institute, Overseas Private Investment Corporation and the Palestinian Investment Fund were incorporated into a
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Middle East Investment Initiative to synchronize and prioritize World Bank and donor resources and effort, including $228 million loan guarantee in 2007. To support the message that the U.S. is a neutral actor after years of providing billions to Israeli support, the U.S. now provides close to $600 million to the PNA yearly. President George W. Bush and Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice in 2007 created the U.S. Palestinian Partnership (UPP) to improve economic incentives and development within Gaza and the West Bank. Complementing the PNA reform agendas, UPP's initiatives are focused on three sectors: Information and Communication Technology, Hotel and Tourism, and agri-business. Prime Minister Salam Fayyad, who created the Palestinian Reform and Development Plan (PRDP), greatly supported the projects "that have a sustainable development effect on the economy. We are supporting the Palestinian private sector and their international counterparts to mobilize investments to create jobs."71

This focus on economic capacity building is one line of effort advocating the end of the Middle East conflict. The 2003 non-partisan, not for profit American Task Force for Palestine "has developed lines of communications with the US, Palestinian, Israeli and Jordanian governments in order to pursue its policy advocacy goals."72 Supporting the official policy of the U.S., Secretary of State Hillary Clinton asserted that "a two-state solution would mean an independent, viable, and sovereign state of their and your own; the freedom to travel, to do business, and govern themselves. Palestinians would have the right to chart their own destinies at last."73 In a letter to the ATFP president, Dr. Ziad Asali, during for the Fifth Annual Gala, President of the State of Palestine Mahmud Abbas stated “the theme of your gathering- 'Building Palestine, the Indispensable State for Peace' - has become an imperative that enjoys the widest
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international acceptance and support...the United States contributes economically and financially in supporting the institutions of the Palestinian National Authority."74

To manage the $7.7 billion pledged from the 2007 Paris donors conference, the Palestinian Authority prepared a Palestinian Reform and Development Plan (PRDP), supported by the U.S. and EU, with four key sectors: Governance, social affairs, economic and private sector development and infrastructure. The Europe press release broke down these sectors:75

Economic and private sector development: trade facilitation, Small and Medium Enterprises guarantee and financing, business centers, quick impact projects such as those proposed by the Quartet Special Representative Tony Blair, as well as payment of private sector areas.

Two Capitals Requires a Divided Jerusalem: A win-win

From the three utopian concepts previously listed, diplomats have frowned upon a divided city and especially a divided capital. Before 1948, it can be argued that Jerusalem was a mixed ethnic city, but the environment changed over time due to war, external influence, and armistice. The history of dividing and then reuniting Berlin show that however practical a division may seem during conflict, division is both temporary and harmful.

Examples of divided cities include relatively unknown examples to include Beirut, Belfast, Lahore Trieste and Punjab.76 A defined and secured border between West and East Jerusalem contributes to increased security; however, academics focus on long-term consequences. Jon Calame, Esther Charlsworth and Lebbeus Woods state that urban divisions are not cost effective in the long term. By using Iraq safe neighborhood barriers that stopped tribal killings, Calame's municipal solutions and
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evidence of long term border liabilities include "duplication of facilities and services - as seen in Nicosia, Jerusalem, and Mostar in particular-puts unnatural pressure on municipal budgets".77 Secured borders create positive benefits to include displacing violence, but never achieve the complete end of violence. Of course, violence is a symptom of underlying problems, but no alternative solutions are provided when different ethnic groups kill one another. They are correct that temporary or transitional measures, like the Berlin wall, easily become permanent, but changes in people and societies are generational changes.

The fight for keeping Jerusalem united is a scaled version of the one-state solution. Using history to cite a stretched narrative, Jewish leaders assert, "Jerusalem has existed for 3,000 years as Israel's capital... Never again, they say, can the city be divided and Jews be forbidden to pray before their holiest shrine, the Wailing Wall."78 Regarding settlements, Palestinian negotiators recognize that they do not want to control Jewish towns in East Jerusalem. As far as cost of destruction or removal, Jews living in apartment buildings or "small tower and stable" settlements are negligible. Moving thousand-person cities such as those in and around the Jerusalem municipality are incalculable. Can the UN pay for the relocation of 200,000 Jews out of East Jerusalem to make the city ethnically pure, while not paying for the relocation of Palestinians? The peace process, with the two-state solution as the central theme, “ends a lengthy period of mutual denial, when both sides withheld recognition as if it were the ultimate weapon.”79

Israel had its chance for their one-state solution. Early infrastructure investment for Arab towns within East Jerusalem were reported to be as low as 4%.80 Current investment numbers, reported by the East Jerusalem administrator are up to 20-35% and can be explained through three legitimate factors. The first is that the population refuses to recognize or cooperate with Israeli leaders, second is the internal

79 Khalidi, 204.
80 Cheshin, 34.
backlash, and the third is the fear that Israeli improvement, however legitimate, will cause permanent political changes to the environment.81

Israel has been in danger by creating a democratic state based on an assumed demographic 70:30 split. Israel supports the concept to include "West Jerusalem and twelve Jewish neighborhoods that are home to 200,000 residents will be ours. The Arab neighborhoods in which close to a quarter million Palestinians live will be theirs," as described by Ehud Barak on 2 SEP 201082. Palestinians despise the concept since the settlement process may never stop and may even split the West Bank. After 1967, Israel had a chance to build a united city but could never rely on demographics to remain largely Jewish. Policies were “directed towards increasing the numbers of Israeli Jews and restricting those of Palestinian Arabs in the new borders of united Jerusalem.”83

To understand why a united Jerusalem increased the conflict, Dr. Gold suggested three factors. First, UN resolution 242, issued in November 1967, did not discuss Palestinians or Jerusalem as a nation’s capital. Dr. Gold also points out that the EU’s increased their activity to improve East Jerusalem "which has its own political agenda connected to the re-division of Jerusalem, then this amounts to interference in the internal affairs of Israel, especially when this effort so completely contradicts the policy of Israel's democratically elected government."84 The EU supported East Jerusalem recognition without ever offering recognition of West Jerusalem as Israel's capital, or mutual recognition. Thirdly, the increase in Sunni extremists has highlighted that the international community’s contradicting actions are turning over control of Jerusalem Holy over to one group, currently a non-state entity. The EU’s favoritism of the Palestinian narrative led to bigotry against Israel, which complicated negotiations. The

81 Interview with Mr. Yakir Segev, Israeli East Jerusalem Administrator, Jerusalem, 17 January 2011.
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extremist takeover of Gaza after Israel removed every settlement showed the world what emerging threats remain to Holy Place access and protection for all religions.

While the Palestinian Authority are hopeful negotiations will bring a State of Palestine, Israeli’s have difficulty looking beyond the continuous fear they have lived with since the 1948. There are two narratives in people, their fears and their hopeful opportunities, "but when this longed-for opportunity finally is being realized, fear often comes to constitute a major psychological obstacle to the achievement of peace."

Israel must be offered a future that includes international legitimacy, peace, and sovereignty over those Holy Places that define them as a people. A working methodology must include the Israeli and Palestinian transformation from fear to hope. The Palestinian chief negotiator Saeb Erakat has informed the United Nations that the Palestinian Authority will ask the United Nations to recognize a Palestinian state within the 1967 borders, with full membership, and with East Jerusalem as its capital, in order to "seek an alternative as negotiations with Israel were not going anywhere."

An International Holy Basin Methodology to Bridge Differences

In the “Sum of all Fears,” Tom Clancy’s 1991 novel described a fictional joint administration for Jerusalem, managed by an Imam, a Rabbi, and a Cardinal. Security was provided by Swiss Guards, the same guards that secure the Vatican and have historical ties to one of the first professional force after the Dark Ages. This joint methodology, legitimized by the international community seeking an end to the Arab-Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This fictional setting used a combination of strategies that are sometimes unspeakable, but cause readers to ask why not. Some of the latest proposals have barely touched on subjects such as security force loyalties, their legitimacy, and the difficult mission to provide access to all religions.
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The strategy of sovereignty contradicts ideas and strategies for an open, free, and demilitarized Jerusalem. Open and free city terminology has been used during past conflicts, either resulting from war or confrontation between nations. “In the last century, cities such as Shanghai, Danzig, and Trieste were free cities … Perhaps a similar philosophy can apply to the troubled region in the Middle East.”

The following paragraphs will identify positive aspects that an international Holy Basin provides to Holy areas that may forever remain in contention.

No one wants to divide a city. From historical experience, every time that has occurred has only been a temporary and unforgiving solution. Berlin comes to mind with its 49-year split that defined the Cold War. However, there are three reasons to contemplate a divided Jerusalem that creates two distinct and secure capitals. These are to protect rights of many stakeholders, provides a rational method for a joint Holy Basin or Old City municipality, and can break the peace negotiation impasse. The EU government focuses strategy and resources on East Jerusalem as a future PA capital that leads to dividing Jerusalem as two capitals. Public discourse must incorporate a two-capital concept to support the two-state concept, with detailed discussion on which Holy Places have overlapping interests to two or more religious groups. An analysis of two models will set parameters around the Jerusalem problem. The University of Windsor Old City Initiative focuses on the critical issue of the Old City with a joint proposal that approaches an exact version of sovereignty. The Holy Basin model proposed by the Jerusalem Institute for Israeli Studies in 2010 includes the other three overlapping Holy Places near the old city, but leave out important emerging strategies that would result.

**Where to Place the Boundaries: The Old City Initiative**

There is way to geographical way to link the Jewish quarter, parts of the Armenian quarter and the Western Wall to West Jerusalem, but as was stated before, the Temple Mount is holy, not the Western Wall. To scale down from an impossible extreme of cutting up the Temple Mount into sovereign sections,
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think tanks and universities have sought out a methodology to improve negotiations. Extreme sovereignty may never be. Until each side agrees to cut up the old city, this creates a new temporary normal.

The University of Windsor has created the "Jerusalem Old City Initiative" or JOCI with detailed planning on what a "special regime" would incorporate.\textsuperscript{89} Identifying the many interests, stakeholders and historical reasons, the Old City and other Holy Places cannot be split or only given to one side. This joint regime recognizes reality on the ground. "The optimal solution is an Old City 'special regime', founded on agreed norms of international law, established at the direction of both Palestine and Israel."\textsuperscript{90} This is the joint municipality model is temporary and leaves the issue of sovereignty open. In effect, the concept removes religions interests and sovereignty issues from negotiations, but would be negated if any UN resolution defines an Arab East Jerusalem as sovereign to a Palestinian State. A Chief administrator would be charged these critical missions, of access, protection, and security.

A joint administration with some form of rotating elections and a strong security force would manage the competing demands of equity with security. Key tasks include governance, access, law and order, archeology, land management and services, but many shared tasks would include citizenship, legal, infrastructure and utilities. This is the soft border that Yossi Feintuch describes while understanding a nation's requirements to protect their sovereign borders and people. The security force provide by a third party due to the lack of trust, would still have to coordinate with the national security services. From an interview with the Israeli East Jerusalem mayor, he doubted the availability, training, and willingness of a foreign security officer or soldier to physically protect an Israeli citizen from a suicide bomber.\textsuperscript{91}

Palestinian-American community leader Ray Hanania, while announcing his candidacy for the Palestinian Authority in 2009, asserted that “Jerusalem should be a shared city and Palestinians should

\textsuperscript{89} Mazen Qupty, \textit{The Legal Framework for a Special Regime: The Old City of Jerusalem} (Ontario, Canada: University of Windsor, 2010), 1.

\textsuperscript{90} Michael J. Molloy, Michael Bell and Join Bell, \textit{Governance Discussion Document} (Ontario, Canada: University of Windsor, 2008), 3.

\textsuperscript{91} Interview with Yakir Segev, East Jerusalem Municipality administrator, Jerusalem, 20 January 2011.
have an official presence in East Jerusalem. The Old City should be shared by both permitting open access to the city to all with a joint Palestinian-Israeli police presence.”92 While demanding sovereignty over East Jerusalem, Mr. Hanania ignores the requirements for a state government to control its borders and assumes a joint Israeli-Palestinian government would be feasible.

What does an outside boundary do? It denies free access from the state to its capital. It denies sovereignty to a nation's declared capital. Internal legitimacy from a population demands that a state control key sides important to their national and religious identity. Israel currently has sovereignty and internal legitimacy over all of Jerusalem, but the international community has denied external legitimacy of Jerusalem as a capital to Israel. Jordan was also denied international legitimacy over East Jerusalem, and for the time being, the UN has also denied a capital to the PNA. However, the push to both create a PA state with sovereignty over East (Arab) Jerusalem would strip sovereignty from a standing UN country.

Protection the rights of multiple stakeholders had defined Jerusalem's negotiating history: With three religions, only an ugly gerrymandered solution is possible to cut up each Holy Place to their respective religious base, but what to do when multiple religions consider the same site sacred? The early push for internationalization was caused by the European powers attempting to protect mainly Christian sides while two populations were demanding a level of nationalism. Quote for keeping control from Jewish or Arab nations). The mandate and the international city concept was a temporary solution only, with the UN GA resolution 181 stating 10 years with a follow-on review.

**A Holy Basin Zone Reflects Reality and Multiple Stakeholders**

There are two overall models of where to place the boundaries, on the outside municipal boundary or inside that protects key Holy Places. A greater Jerusalem would have some level of boundaries on the outside, preventing free access from two states into their designated capitals. This

denies sovereignty over a nation's capital. This international concept includes utopian ideas such as an un-divided "open" city and demilitarized. The only way to maintain both would be to have boundaries to control at the minimum passport control and access. Which laws would the citizens be under, Shari’a or Jewish law? Who would have arrest authority and who could prosecute?

Issue of Sovereignty: denies sovereignty over a nation's own capital. The U.S. did not want to use troops to create an international city during the 1948 partition debates. Now, the U.S. wants to strip sovereignty from Israel and hand it over to another "quasi-state entity", breaking over 60 years of U.S. policy preventing only one nation from controlling most of the Holy Places.

![Map of the Historic Basin of Jerusalem](https://example.com/figure3.png)

**Figure 3**: Proposed holy basin boundary. Reproduced by permission from Ruth Lapidoth, *The Historic Basin of Jerusalem – Problems and Possible Solutions* (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Institute for Israeli Studies, 2010), Page 9.

**Bilateral Negotiations does not Provide International Legitimacy**

The idea of a bilateral agreement seems rational by removing any appearance of U.S. influence and not forcing a resolution that may be not agreeable to the respective populations. However, the first factor underlies the need to work with regional and international agencies even if the U.S. does not take the lead role. Negotiations must be international, not bilateral due to multiple reasons. The Palestinians
have nothing to offer Israel. It is the international community, influenced by the twenty-two Arab League countries, that maintains the sovereignty cards over Jerusalem and recognition of Israel as a sovereign nation state93. Israel cannot grant international sovereignty to Palestinians and have no reason to hand over the sovereignty of half of Jerusalem, when West Jerusalem sovereignty is denied to Israel. The fact is that bilateral talks are useless, and the world community must be involved since they hold the cards that Israelis and Palestinians desire.

The United Nations community created the problem they did not enforce the partition plan after Britain ended her mandate, and by withholding sovereignty over Jerusalem from both Israel and Jordan. International recognition is required to end the history of over sixty UN resolutions that withholds Jerusalem sovereignty from Israeli governments. The United Nations Trust Supervision Organization, even with its inadequacies, is the administration that has overseen ceasefires from Israel, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria and Egypt since 1949, has expertise, has contacts, and understands the terrain. Their 2010 yearly budget was over $60 million, and one would think that amount of money could be better spent to support a peace proposal and not perpetuate 63 years of confrontation94.

Israel's perceived UN biases may be overblown; however, this historical perception cannot be ignored. The Quartet as an overarching third party does help the negotiation process. The U.S. has a critical role that has helped incremental agreements, which has produced far more peaceful nation-state intercourse. The EU, through a 2006 document, has recognized the need to be an honest broker. "The American strategy to advance, or now restore, the Peace Process, essentially takes advantage of the superpower status of the United States, who can impose themselves as the only external indispensable player in the Israeli-Palestinian game."95 Many of the latest studies start with a fundamental factor, and

incorporate realities on the ground. JOCI focuses only on the Old City and incorporates the soft border concept. This protects only those sites that have overlap. A Holy Basin expanded to include the Mount of Olives, Mount Scopus, and UNTSO areas that may include the embassy district north of the Old City.

Israel cannot argue the one-state solution and ignore 30% of their population. Israeli leaders must get beyond the 25-meter close fight and seek out a future strategy that secures external legitimacy over a defined capital, a state not threatened by demographics and sovereignty over key Holy Places. A third zone with international guarantees to protection and access is a methodology to incorporate both Palestinian and Israeli perspectives and interests.

There is a potential for compromise if each side recognizes and protects their respective interests. A temporary proposal to build a new normal, while protecting the interests of both. The less-powerful side must provide trust. Klein provides examples from Northern Ireland and South African negotiations. Until de-legitimization ends, Israeli’s will not be able to trust their holiest sites within a future East Jerusalem Palestinian capital. A separate Holy Basin zone temporarily removes the trust factor, placing sovereignty into an internationally-recognized entity. This incremental-approach must not be rejected or scorned, but embraced in order to create new understanding. The benefits of international recognition, with Palestinian self determination finally realized, will obviously create emerging strategies that are unforeseen and unknowable. Creating two sovereign capitals with defined and secure borders removes the factors of security and politics from Jerusalem, and returns the problem of Jerusalem back to where it started, as a religious problem.

Combining sovereignty of two state capitals and international interests suggests placing the international zone boundaries on the inside. If the sole interest was the "protection of the holy Places, then there is no reason for a greater Jerusalem zone, a Corpus Separatum. An international Holy Basin zone would protect the Old City, Mount of Olives, and parts of Bethlehem, which are along the border of two unique cities, Jewish West Jerusalem and Palestinian East Jerusalem. This is very close to the current status quo and UN zones created after the 1948 war. This much smaller international Holy Basin upholds the primary purpose of security and access. A UN committee under UNSCOP suggested this concept of
two capitals and an international zone, narrowed down to the Old City and was support by the UN mission but rejected by the U.S. State Department. As an "impractical and undesirable" departure from the federal majority report supporting Corpus Separatum, this smaller holy basin "would severely limit the territorial area under the authority of the projected Governor of Jerusalem and thus weakening his authority and prestige as a guardian of the Holy Places throughout Palestine."

There are issues with economic viability with the resulting Holy Basin population. A smaller zone is easier to control access and border crossings, while ensuring the zone remains demilitarized. Limited space would deny room for dozens of embassies; however, international legitimacy of two state capitals would result in a construction boom as embassies moved into both West and East Jerusalem districts. As was stated in section one, not every Holy Place would be in this Holy Basin, but would reflect the respective population's interests and other perspectives. To mitigate this discrepancy, the UN Holy Basin headquarters would be charged with coordinating security and access of all Holy Places and coordinating a joint archeological organization. The Sheikh Jarrah district north of the Old City, which contains portions of historic northern Old City walls, UNTSO offices and national embassies, has been identified by President Obama as a conflict settlement that needs to be addressed when discussing an international Holy Basin methodology.

There is risk in not asking follow-on questions or to dive down into specifics of what the two-state solution requires. Jerusalem has been generalized, glossed over or ignored. On the other hand, researchers have come up with specific municipality solutions while ignoring religious and national interests from one or many sides. This negotiating process has taken 63 years just to return to a two state solution, and it will continue to grow. Israel's animosity to the UN is causing them to ignore the danger of losing international legitimacy and sovereignty over East Jerusalem. Bilateral agreements between PNA
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and Israel ignore the fact that the international community will still deny sovereignty and international legitimacy to West Jerusalem. If East Jerusalem is declared the Palestinian capital, with the Green line as the capital boundary, then Israel loses access to all of its religious interests, and may not even gain legitimacy over its own capital in bilateral talks. Israeli’s are not thinking past the status quo, and fighting for the "One Jerusalem" will strip them of everything important.

Use of a Mandate to Internationalize the Jerusalem Holy Basin

Since Britain ended their League of Nations mandate in 1948, there have been eight wars between Israel and Arab nations. Since there is no standing United Nations force or a single nation ready to occupy and to provide security over Jerusalem, an UN-sponsored mandate concept could be used. A mandate concept accomplishes three objectives. It internationalizes the city, creates a secured environment for a new Palestinian State to create their institutions, and reflects the current security reality. If the international community grants Israel a mandate over the Holy Basin to maintain the status quo area for a period of ten years, international benefits would follow without much change needed on the ground. This would allow the PNA to construct their state capital in East Jerusalem, and provide time for other nations to adjust their embassy missions and locations to the new environment. The first ten years are required to set the conditions for a possible “joint” ten-year phase in Holy Basin management or a Palestinian-led mandate if the government progresses. There was an international city in a sense, before 1948, with Britain providing that outside “mandate” to protect the holy places. Before that, the Ottoman Empire provided the outside “mandate” that provided protection and access to religious sites. A UN-generated and temporary “mandate” is a method to internationalize the city without external troops, while holding the mandate government accountable. The fear of a Palestinian-managed mandate would be a forcing function to convince Israel to accept the internationalization process.

An International Holy Basin zone methodology creates trust and accountability for each side, Hamas’ 2006 Gaza elections created new understanding regarding bilateral negotiation tactics offered by the Palestinian Authority and future peace talks. Gaza residents were granted their desires, the removal of
Jewish settlements and Israeli military forces, and yet they still radicalized. Israeli’s cannot visualize a future State of Palestine where a Hamas terrorist who wishes to destroy Israel can move safely from Gaza to the West Bank to East Jerusalem and simply cross into the Israeli capital. Beirut showed that the religiously-divided National Pact between groups created trust, for a while, but fell apart without external influences. Christians want trust from both sides to ensure they have access to their respective Holy Places. Israel's sovereignty resides on, not just the Western Wall, but the Temple Mount with guaranteed access, security, and external legitimacy. Reality in Jerusalem has incrementally shifted to a close version of what each side desires. Even Ehud Barak stated “There will be a special regime in place along with agreed upon arrangements in the Old City, the Mount of Olives and the City of David." The choices, risks, and operational methodologies are there for decision makers to act.

**Conclusion and Perspectives**

In summary, this study argues that there are historical reasons to focus on Jerusalem first and to use an international Holy Basin methodology to bring Israel and the Palestinian National Authority together towards a workable compromise. This analysis identifies the strategic compromises required to create two distinct capital zones that grants sovereignty and legitimacy over respective capitals for the State of Israel and a future State of Palestine. The critical factors to achieve compromise are sovereignty over their respective capitals combined with international recognition for two capitals and possible control over remaining contested Holy Places.

Negotiations must be internationalized, not just bilateral. The international community has perpetuated the conflict by withholding Jerusalem sovereignty from Israel and from the Arab population. The UN continued to withhold sovereignty while the city was divided for nineteen years, and again when the city was reunited in 1967. The Palestinian Authority cannot grant legitimacy to Israel’s capital, and Israel has no reason to give away half of their capital when 63 years of hostility remains through years of UN resolutions withholding Jerusalem’s sovereignty. Despite the more recent constructive tone between Israel and the PNA, the international community is required to help negotiations by providing focus,
resources and trust that provide opportunities for each site. Only the international community can reverse past Corpus Separatum ideas and grant sovereignty to both states over their respective capitals.

Within the two-state concept, sovereignty requirements over each state’s capitals as well as sovereignty over critical Holy Places have been overlooked. Two distinct cities in Jerusalem exist and may require some gerrymandering, but they do not follow the familiar 1949 armistice lines. These two capital zones must include sovereignty and legitimacy over key Holy Places critical to a nation’s historical, religious, and nationalistic identity. The Holy Places define whether a negotiations agreement has internal legitimacy from their respective populations and outside stakeholders. Both President Abbas and Prime Minister Netanyahu have stated they would present an agreement to their citizens. While creating two distinct capital zones, workable methodologies must include the protection, supervision, and some level of sovereignty over key Holy Places. Unfortunately, the Old City, Temple Mount, and the Mount of Olives may forever remain contested.

Peace negotiations must recognize and incorporate the interests of both sides, but until Israelis and Palestinians are ready to strictly divide the Old City into two sections, an international Holy Basin zone can move Israelis and Palestinians incrementally from confrontation to cooperation. If grand strategy is to get to where we want to go, then the distance between current reality and two sovereign states living side by side must be solved with compromise.99 Each side has a vision of the future, and complex problems require a complex solution with support from the Quartet. A third international Holy Basin zone, limited in scope, and created with a temporary international mandate, can create new emerging strategies that have the potential to bring both sides closer together.

Mark Twain, who visited Jerusalem in 1967, stated, "History doesn't repeat itself - at best it sometimes rhymes."100 It has taken 63 years for Palestinians to come back to the two-state solution first approved by the United Nations; however, they continue to mix one-state ideas that assume Jews do not
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have any interest in Jerusalem. A two-state solution requires two sovereign capitals side by side with secure and defined boundaries. The lack of an international mandate while fighting for utopian concepts has perpetuated the conflict, delayed Palestinian self-determination, and has withheld sovereignty over Israeli’s declared capital. Recognizing how close each side’s proposals are, Alan Dershowitz noted that “the pragmatic new leaders of the Palestinian movement finally do want a Palestinian state more than they want the end of Israel.” In 1949 when there was little interest by the United States or any other nation to take the lead in Jerusalem, resulted in a vacuum filled by war and conflict. A temporary mandate over the Holy Basin can be given to Israel and extended as needed. This closely reflects reality on the ground, internationalizes the city with accountability, and increases the time for Palestinians to develop their legitimate nation-state with professional institutions. A future environment that either divides the Old City and Temple Mount, or even bilateral management requires international approaches such as these to solve Jerusalem’s complexity.
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APPENDIX A:
Jerusalem Conflict Timeline

1916: Sykes-Picot Agreement annexing lands from the Ottoman Empire
1917 Balfour Declaration, Britain supports the creation of a Jewish State
1921: British Mandate over Palestine, codified in the League of Nations Charter
1937: Peel Commission recommending partition based on population centers
29 November 1947: The UN Partition Plan passed, UN General Assembly Resolution 181
1949: Armistice agreements created the Green Line separating West and East Jerusalem
9 December 1949: UNGA 303 supporting the internationalization of a large Jerusalem municipality, a Corpus Separatum, administered by the United Nations
5-11 June 1967: Six Day War, unifying Jerusalem
22 November 1967: Approval of UNSCR 242
1968: PLO charter declared
6 October 1973: Yom Kippur War (or the Ramadan/October War)
1978: Camp David Egypt-Israeli peace talks with no discussion on Jerusalem
1980: UNSCR 476 end to the occupation, including Jerusalem (assumes the entire city)
1982: First Lebanon War
October 1987: First Intifada, surprising Arafat and the PLO
14 December 1988: Arafat’s Declaration of Palestinian Independence, agreeing to Israeli’s right to exist
1990-1991 Persian Gulf War
December 1991: Madrid Conference where Israelis and PLO leadership met for the first time
September 1993: Oslo Accords ending with the handshake of Rabin, Arafat and Clinton
1994: Jerusalem Mayor Olmert closes the Arab Affairs office (created by Mayor Teddy Kollek)
May 1994: Arafat calls for jihad to liberate East Jerusalem
1995 Oslo II created five-year milestones; international community created the Palestinian Authority, granting levels of sovereignty over West Bank Areas.

October 1995: Beilin-Abu Mazen memorandum (first land swap proposal for 94-96%)

November 1995: PM Rabin assassinated at a peace rally

January 1997: Knesset creates bipartisan committee on Jerusalem

23 December 2000: Clinton proposes a Palestinian state based on 94-96% and 1-3% land swap

February 2001: Second Intifada, Election of Ariel Sharon as Prime Minister

2001: Israelis control the Orient House, Palestinian Authority headquarters in Jerusalem

2002: Arab Initiative led by Saudi Arabia (Israel recognition based on the 1967 Green Line)

2002: UNSCR 1397 recognized the goal of two states with secure and recognized borders

30 April 2003: Road Map issued by the "Quartet"

January 2006: Hamas wins election in Gaza (PNA PM Salam Fayyad)

July 2006: Second Lebanon War

May 2008: Gaza incursion, Operation Cast Lead

April 2009: Palestinian One-state conference held in Boston (biased)

14 June 2009: PM Netanyahu first publically stated acceptance of two-state solution side by side at the Bar-Ilan University in Ramat Gan

30 June 2009: Start of six-month settlement freeze in East Jerusalem and the West Bank

September 2010: Latest peace process led by the Quartet
## APPENDIX B:
List of Abbreviations and Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATFP</td>
<td>American Task Force for Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIIS</td>
<td>Jerusalem Institute of Israeli Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOCI</td>
<td>Jerusalem Old City Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCRI</td>
<td>Israel/Palestinian Committee for Research and Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knesset</td>
<td>Israeli Parliament in West Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>National Security Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security Cooperation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartet</td>
<td>A temporary alliance of negotiators from the UN, U.S., Russia and the EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO</td>
<td>Palestinian Liberation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNA</td>
<td>Palestinian National Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari 'a</td>
<td>Religious courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFOR</td>
<td>NATO Stabilization Force for Bosnia (Dayton Peace Accords)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGA</td>
<td>United Nations General Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSCR</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTSO</td>
<td>United Nations Truce Stabilization Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waqf</td>
<td>Muslim religious trust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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